The New Dimension:

Flow

PIVOT+

Waterjet

**Pivot+ Waterjet** delivers multi-axis, taper compensation cutting for accuracy and flexibility. Designed by the same engineers who developed Dynamic Waterjet® XD (the world's premier 5-axis cutting solution), Pivot+ is a robust, compact cutting head that maximizes return on investment. Add a new dimension to your cutting capabilities and open the door to fresh opportunities – cut flat stock, bevel, and diverse geometry parts, all with Pivot+ Waterjet.

**QUICK & ACCURATE 2D, BEVEL, & 3D CUTTING**

With up to 60° of motion, Pivot+ Waterjet offers a wide range of cutting flexibility. Pivot+ is backed by advanced and proven Flow technology built by the world’s most highly regarded waterjet experts. Safely cut bevels using Flow's taper compensation models, for fast, accurate cutting and more throughput.

**DURABLE, COMPACT, & STREAMLINED**

Pivot+ Waterjet has been purposefully designed to drive operational efficiencies. The compact cutting head features minimal fittings giving operators a highly efficient, and reliable cutting solution. With an IP67 rating, Pivot+ is made to withstand daily, rigorous use in harsh environments.

**BENEFITS:**

- Multi-axis cutting solution with taper compensation
- Exceptional throughput with high speed wrist motion
- Compact design delivers maximum cutting area
- Fast set-up and calibration
- Robust, durable construction
- Designed by Flow cutting technology experts
PAIRED WITH THE Mach 200

Pivot+ Waterjet is paired with our Mach 200 waterjet, our practical and flexible cutting system where value meets performance. Open the door to new cutting possibilities with the increased cutting capabilities and proven technology at an entry level price point.

Features and Specifications

- Up to 60° of motion for bevel cutting
- IP67 rating for durable operation
- High speed wrist – up to 120 RPM
- Available on Flow's Mach 200 waterjet systems
- Integrates with FlowMaster® and FlowXpert® software suites
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